An exte nsio n of Budden's m atri x m ethod for determinin g io nosph eri c layer profil es is describ ed. When a nalyzin g v er tical i ncid en ce ion ogram s by t h e m at ri x m ethod, it is u sual to in te rpret t h e vir t ual h eigh t cur ve for t he ordi nar y m od e only . E rrors t he n a ri se from t he prese nce in t he lower ionosph ere of low-densi ty ioni zatio n for whi ch t he p lasm <t freq uency is less t h an t h e lowest fr eq uency o bserved. In t h e proposed extensio n of t he m et hod, sll ch errors ar e r edu ced by making u se of t h e extrao rdin ary vir t ual h eig ht cur ve as well as of t he ordinar y.
Introduction
In 19 54 Budd en [1] 2 introduced the ma t rix method for analyzing the r ecords of vertical incidence ionospheri c soundings, and since then it has come into wide use. The records, wbich ar e lmown as " ionograms," contain curves of the virtual r efl ection heights of the ordinary and extraordinary modes as fLUl ctions of frequency (" vir t ual heig ht c urves") , and the obj ect of the analysis is to determine, from one or th e other of these curves, how the ionization in the underside of the ionosphere i distributed in heigh t . The difficulty lies in the integral equation that r ela tes this distribu tion to t he vir t ual heigh t curve; in gen eral, it is too complex to be solved analytically. The principle of Budden 's m ethod is to approxima te the in tegral by a sum of discr ete values of t he integrand , thus conver ting the in tegral equation into a ma trix equation, which may b e solved by inver ting the matrix.
In its customary form, the m ethod malws usc only of the ordinary vir tual h eig ht curve. T he ordinates of t his curve are measLll"ed from th e ionogr am at selec ted frequ en cies, and then this set of ordina tes is multiplied by a matrix to produce a set of the corresponding ordina tes of the layer profile. The matrix multiplication is a simple r e-petitive pro cess and so lends itself readily to p erformance b y a digital computer. As a r esult, the matrix method is now widely favored for th e rou tine analysis of ionospheric data.
Unfor t unately, however , two r ather r estrictive conditions hav e to be met iI the m ethod is to work properly : Firs t, t he original virtu al h eight curve should extend down to zero Ireq uency; second, th e ionosphere should consist of a single layer only, so t hat a given density of ionization occurs at just on e h eight on its underside. Onl~T under these condi t ions does the in tegral equa tion defin e a uniqu e distribu tion. 1 Cent ral R adio Propagation I,aboratory, National Bureau of Standards, B oulder . Colo.; present address, Centre National de la Recherche Scicntifique, Servi ce d' AeronomiC, Observatoire de Meudon (8.-&-0.), P ariS, F rance.
, ]"igures in brackets indicate tbe literature references at tbe end of this paper.
Us ufl,lly n ei t her condition is m et in practice_ : Most ionospheric sounder s do not opern, te below abou t 1 M c, while t he ionospher e often appears to be stratifi ed into sever al distinct layers. Then Lher e n,r e m any possible distributions that could have given ri se to th e obser ve d por tion of the virtual heigh t CLll"ve. In fact, t hese uncer tainties ar e the m n,in sources of errol' in the n,nalys is of ionogr ams by th e m a Ll-ix m ethod.
This p aper deals o nl~T wi t h Lhe problem of how to r ed uce t,he elTors that n,rise from ignoran ce of t he virtu al heig hts at low fr equencies. H er e the ionospher e still is as umed Lo con ist of a single layer. The an alysis app ears capa ble of being extended Lo cover the case of mul tiple layers wi th in Lervening "valleys," b ut t hi s development is not co nsidered .
Wh en t he vir t ual h eigh t curve is missing at the low-freq uene:,-end , Lhe us un,l practice is to ass ume t bn,t the lll1known vir t ual heights arc constant n,nd equ al to the value a L t he lowest frequen cy observed ; t bis ass ump tion implies th at Lher e is no ioniJln, tion below th e level of reflec ti on for thn, t frequency_ If such "low-density ioni za Lion" is presen t in fact, then the group delay that i t produces in the observed fr equency range is attribu ted wrongly to t ime spent by the waves in traveling up to t he ionospher e, so t ha t the true heights are over es tima ted .
So long as a t tention is confined to a single vir tual height curve, ther e is no way of detec tin g the lowdensity ionization or of isolating i ts effects in the observed frequency range. Bu t these effects ar e differ ent for the two modes of propagation ; th e group delays differ in amoun t and vary wit h fr equency in differ en t wn,ys. This fact suggests tha t the 10w-densit~T ionization could be studied by measming both the ordinar~T n,nd extraordinary vir tual h eigh t curves and combining t he data th at they con tain. In th e present p n,p er, extensions of th e Budden m a trix m ethod arc developed to do this.
The con tents of Lh e paper ~n e armnged as follows: In sec tion 2 terms ar e defin ed, and the presen t method for th e in terpretation of a single vir tun,l height cmve is r eviewed briefly; the work r eviewed is chiefly that of Budden [1] , Rydbeck [2 ] , and Schmerling [3] . Section 3 which contains the substance of the paper, shows h~w the matrix method may b e extended to m ake joint use of both vir tual height cmves; the errors th'at may arise in the inferre~ distribut~on of ionization, due to random errors III measunng the virtual heights, are examined also. The analys.is is illustrated in section 4 by a worked example, III which an artificial ionogram, computed for a known distribution of ionization, is interpreted by the new procedures. Finally, the whole analysis is discussed and criticized in section 5, and the conclusions of the paper are summarized in section 6.
Certain previous authors also have considered using the two virtual height curves in conj unction . The suggestion was made originally by Jackson [4] , but his approach, which is one of trial and errol', is not suitable for extensive use. Thomas [5] , however, in a recent survey paper, has outlined some work by Titheridge [6] , who appears to have adapted Jackson's method into a more convenient form. Titheridge's work, which has not been published at the time of writing this paper, may anticipate some of the results presented here.
Interpretation of a Single Virtual Height Curve

.1. The Integral Equations
In this section the integral equations are derived that relate the virtual height curves for the ordinary and extraordinary modes to the distribution of ionization.
At vertical incidence, the virtual height of reflection h' is given as a function of the wave frequency j by the in tegral (1 ) where z is height in general, Za is the true height of reflection for the given frequency, and }1-' is the group refractive index, which depends ~oth on the frequency and on the lo cal electron densIty N.
In the limit of very low wave frequencies , the virtual and true heights of reflection for both modes all tend to a single limiting value Zo, the height of tho base of the ionosphere. From ground level up to this height the waves travel at the speed of lIght, which is to say that th eir group refractive indices are unity.3 Thus (1) can be written as
where the integral now embraces only the range of height in which free electrons are present. The general expression for the virtual height is completed by introducing the relation between the density of electrons and the height. However, instead of the density itself, it is more convenient to work with the "plasma frequency" jN' which is proportional to its squ are root. The function Z(jN) , in which plasma frequency is viewed as the independent and height as the dependent variable, will be referred to here as the "layer profile." The profile is a multivalued function , even for a single layer, since a given value of jN, if it occurs at all, must do so at least twice, once on the upper surface of the layer and once on its underside . The relationship between t.he true heights of reflection and the layer profile may be understood by considering the condition for reflection. The condition for an I ionized medium to r eflect radio waves is that its plasma frequency should exceed a certain critical value that depends on the frequency of the waves and also on the mode of propagation. This value will be written asja(j). It follows that ' waves of a certain frequency a nd mode, propagated up into the ionosphere from below, ar e reflected at the first level that they encounter at whichjN is equal to the appropriate value of fa. Obviously, this is the lowest such level. Hence, the true height of reflection is given by (3) To summarize, the true height of reflection is a particular value of z, determined by ja, which in turn is a function of j; this function is different for the two modes of propagation.
Since all reflection takes place from the underside of the ionosphere, only the profile of this part needs to be considered. Further, since the ionosphere has been assumed to consist of a single layer, the profile of its underside is a monotonic function. In this case, j N can be taken as the variable of integration. Also, the group refractive index }1-' will be expressed as a function ofjN instead of N. With these changes, the integral equation becomes (4) Here the equation is still q nite general, in that it applies equally to both modes. The particular equations for the ordinary and extraordinary modes are to be obtained by considering their respective reflection conditions, that is to say, the different r elationships between ja and f. These relationships are graphed in figure 1 .
The ordinary mode behaves very simply; the critical plasma frequency for reflection is equal to the wave frequency. Thus, (ordinary mode) so the integral equation for the ordinary mode is From here on, the quanti ties h, h', and j./ , when written without subscripts, will refer t o the ordin ary mode only. The corresponding quantities for the extraordinary mode will bear th e subscrip t "x. "
The extraordin ary r eflection condition is more complex. The relationship b etween fa and i is now ia ={j(j±iH) }~ (ex lraordinary mode) (7) = f, say (8) where JH is t he gyrofrequ ency. The POSitive sign applies if J< fH (L.H . curve in fig. 1 ), while the negative sign applies in the more usual situa tion, wher eJ> JII (R.H. curve) .
N ote that, as the wave frequency approaches the gyrofl'equency from below, ia t ends t o the value -f2
tII' On the other hand, as the gyrofrequen cy is approached from above,fa becomes vanishin gly small, so tha t the extraordinary reflection level should descend to the base of the ionosphere; actually, such echoes are never det ected, because they are heavily absorbed . The integral equation for the extraordinary mode ca n be writ ten now as wher e the symbol j has been adopted to denote the value of ia for an extraordinary wave of frequency f.
This equa tion differs sligh tly from the corresponding equa tion for the ordinary mode, in that the upp er limit of the integral (j) is no t th e sam e as the indep enden t variable (j) on th e left-hand side' also to -, , each value of i below the limit ,,12 i II ther e correspond t wo possible values of i ( ee fig. 1 ), on e of which j less than the gyrofrequen cy, while the other is gr eater. However , only the upp er range of i will be considered h er e, because most r ecords of ion ospheric virtual h eight do no t extend below th e gyrofrequency. With this rest riction, ther e is a straigh tforward corresponden ce between J and i and th e virtual h eight may be regarded equally 'well as a function of either variable. When it is r egarded as a function of J, the extr aordinary vir tual h eigh t will be r epresen ted by the symbol h; thus (10) To find th e vir tual heigh t for a specified value of ], it is n ecessary to know th e cOITespondio g value of f. This fr equen cy is given by th e positive solution of the quadra tic eq (7) , and i t is where th e positive sign now y ields th e r ange of frequencies above iN, which is the range to be consider ed .
In these terms, th e in tegral equat ion for th e extraordinary mode i
This equation is similar to (6) , the only r emaining difference being that, in calculating J.I.' x, it is n ecessary first to ob tain from (11) the value of i that corresponds t o the given value of j. The integral eqs (6) and (12) relate th e virtual h eight CUl'ves to th e slope of the layer profile. Wer e it possible to inver t eith er equation so as to ob tain a solution for the slop e, then th e profile itself could be recovered by a straightforward integration.
The Matrix Equations
The integral equations canno t be solved analytically in the gen eral case, because the group refract ive indices ar e complicated fun ctions of i and iN, Therefore, they are solved by conver ting them into matrix: equations as will be descr ibed now.
Consider the eq (6) for the ordinary mode. The first step is to r eplace the con t inuous functions h' and z by their values at a number of discr ete "sample frequencies." These fr equencies will be written, in order of ascending magnitude, as '/0, iI , i 2 . .. etc., or gen erally as i m, wher e the index m is zero or a positive integer; jo is zero frequency, and the r est are assumed to b e spaced closely, bu t no t n ecessarily evenly, t hrough th e full frequ ency range. The following no tation will b e used also:
The quantities I1 zm are incremen ts of height on the layer profile; note t h e definition for m = O.
The n ext step in the approximation is to assum e t h at the slope of the layer profile is eff ectively constant over each elementary frequency interval I1fm' i.e.,
dz I1 zm djN ~l1jm
Then the complete integral can b e split up into a series of discr ete sums, as follows: ( 1 7) (18) ow suppose that in (17), n is set equal in turn to 0, 1, 2, etc., up to the value that corresponds to the highest sample frequency. The r esult is an array of simultaneous equations, which may b e solved for the unlrnowns I1 zm by the simple algebraic process t hat is described below in section 2.4. Originally, however , Budden [1 ] adopted an alternative approach , which is to regard the complete anay as a single "matrix equation ;" this a pproach has pro· vided a more co nvenient basis for th e subsequent exten sions of Budden 's m ethods. In matrix terminology, th e set of quantities h~ and also the set of I1 zm , both constitute "vectors," while t h e coefficients M nm form a "lower triangular matrL'X. " This differs from the corresponding m atrL\: used by Budden (1955) and Schmerlin g (1957) by including an extra column with m = O, in which all the coefficien ts are unity , and an extra row with n = O, in which all the coefficients except the first ar e zero. Each of the remaining nonzero coefficien ts is the average of the values of group refractive index assumed by a wave of frequency j n in tr aveling from the level where j = j m-l up to that wherejN= fm.
If n is understood to rUll through its full range of values, then eq (17) states that the vector of the h~ is obtained by multiplying the vector of the I1 zm by th e matrL\: of the coefficien ts M nm . Thus (17) is the required matrix equation for the ordinary mode.
The in tegral equation for the extraordinary mode can b e tr eated likewise, and the result is t h e ma trix equation
and the other n ew quantities are defined like their ordinary counterparts (d. eqs (13), (14»). From h ere on , th e complete matrices will b e r epr esented by symbols in square brackets, while the sam e symbols without brackets will refer to th e individual elem ents . Thus the group r efractive index matrices will b e written as [Mnml and [Mnml. Their elements M nm and M nm may b e computed from the formulas given in appendL\: A.
.3 . Solution by Matrix Inversion
The matrix eqs (17) and (19) for the ordinary and extraordinary modes, respectively, may b e solved by inverting the matrices. Thus, for the ordinary mode, t he solution is This summation is analogous to th e final in tegration tha t would be p erformed if the original integral equ ations, that involve the slope dz/djN, could b e solved analy tically (see sec. 2.1).
. Solution Row-by-Row
As an alternative to inverting the matrices, the increments of height on the layer profile may be found by solving the matrL'C equation row-by-row . [7] . For instance, consider the eq (17) for the ordinary mode. It can be rearranged to read (24) There is one s uch equation for each value of n. The complete set may be solved by starting from n = O and working upwards. Thus, and so on. In effect, the method consists of isolating, at each stage, the group dela)T produced in the unknown uppermost increment of he ight, by subtracting from the observed virtual height the group delay produced in the known height increments at lower levels.
The eq (19) for the extraordinary mode can be solved similarly. Matrix equations can be solved in this way only when, as in the presen t case, the matrices are triangular.
. Joint Use of Both Virtual Height Curves
.1. General Remarks
In the previous section, each of the matrix eqs (17) and (19) represented a set of linear simultaneous equations in which th e number of data (ordinates of the vir tual height curve) was equal to the number of unknowns (incr ements of height on the layer profile). Hence each set had an exact solution, so that the complete virtual height curve for either mode was sufficient by itself to determine the profile. But when some of the curve is missing, as when the records are unavailable at low frequencies , then the r emaining high frequency data are insufficient to determine the profile without making special assumptions (see sec. 1).
However, the situation is not hopeless, since the data for the two magneto-ionic modes are mutually independent. Suppose, therefore, that in sampling the virtual height CUI'ves to obtain these data, the sample frequencies are chosen so that the unknowns arc the same in t he two sets of equations. Then, if both sets are combmed, the number of data is increased while the number of unknowns remains constant. Hence, the total data may now be enough for the complete set of equations to be soluble.
To make the unknowns the same, the ordinary and extraordinary vir tual height curves must be sampled at frequencies which correspond to the same true heights of reflection. Considering one such pair of frequencies, this is to say that the values of in must be the same for the two modes. From the expressions for iR ((5) and (7)), this requirement is seen to be met if the sample frequency i n for the ordinary mode is made equal to In for the extraordinary; the corresponding sample fr equency i n for the extraordin ary may be found from (11 ) . Thus the corresponding values of i n are not eq ual for the two modes; moreover, if the sample frequencies are spaced evenly for the ordinary mode, then those for the extraordinary mode will be spaced unevenly. From here on, the two sets of sample frequencies will be assumed to be related in this way.
The question now arises, under what condition can the layer profile be determined fully by joint use of both virtual height curves? Suppose, to simplify the discussion, that all the data come in pairs; sample values of ordinary virtual height for which no corr esponding extraordinary virtual heights are m easurable, or vice versa, will be ignored. Suppose also that the range of index n for the two sets of data is l' ~n ~1' +8-1. Then the data comprise 8 4 under which the data determine the unknowns fully is that 8~ 1'. If the positions of the pairs of sample frequencies can be chosen arbitrarily, it is easy to arrange for a s urplus of data. If, on the other hand, it is decided to space the frequencies evenly for one or other of the modes, say the ordinary, then the condition entails that the frequency range over which the ordinary virtual height is measurable should be wider than the unobserved range of low frequen cies. Since, for most ionosondes, the low frequen cy limit lies below 2 Mc, while the ordinary penetration frequency for the F2 layer usually exceeds 4 Mc, this requirement is likely to be m et most of the time.
Assume, then, that there are enough data to determine the unknowns. Two distinct cases are to be considered: In the fir-st , 8 is equal to 1', so that the data determine the unlmowns exactly ; in the second, 8 is greater than r, and the unlmowns are over-determined. The exactly-determined case is t reated in section 3.2, and the overdetermined ca.se in section 3.3.
"Strictl y speaking, thi s condition is necessary but not suffi Cient, fOf, even when H is sa tisfi ed, the determin ant, of the set of oQuations sti ll might vanish. In practice, the determinant is unli kely to vanish exactly, t.hough it might become very small. Then Quite small errors in the da ta would produce large errors in t he inferred val ues of tbe u_ nknowns, a state of affairs that is to be avoided. For a di scussioll of the effects 01 ra ndom errors. sec section 3.S. lIS It is convenient to split the solution into two steps: First, the equations are solved for the increments of height in the unobserved frequency range (0 ~m < r); after which, the remaining increments in the observed range (r~m~2r-1) are found by existing methods.
In finding the I1zm for the range 0 ~m < r, the values outside this range first must be eliminated. This is done most simply by starting from the inverse eqs (21) and (22). Because the sample frequencies for the ordinary and extraordinary virtual height curves correspond to the same true heights of reflection, these two expressions must give the same values for the I1 zn to the limits of accuracy of the matrix formulas. Therefore, they can be equated to yield the relation that holds between the two virtual height curves as a consequence of their being derived from the same layer profile:
When n"?; r, (25) provides a relation between the observed and the unobserved virtual heights. This fact can be made plain by splitting the sum into separate parts for the two frequency ranges: (26) The next step is to substitute for the unobserved virtual heights and reintroduce the corresponding I1 zm by use of (17) and (19):
The reversal of the order of summation on the right-hand side, between (27) and (28), may be justified by pointing out that, in the form of (27 ) a given m occurs in combination with all the l's from 0 to m; h ence, a given l must occur in combination with all the m's from l to r-1, as indicated in Having thus arrived at the height increments I1 z, for l ~ r-1, the remaining values can be found by solving one of the original matrix equations row-byrow (see sec. 2.4) . Use of the virtual height data for either mode should lead to identical results, even when the data contain errors of measurement, because the equations for the two modes together form an exactly-determined set.
The Overdetermined Case
In the overdetermined case, where s>r, any subset of r+s selections from the 2s items of data would suffice, in principle, to determine the unknowns completely. If the data were free from error, it would not matter which subset was chosen. But when the data contain errors of measurement, some subsets will give better estimates than others. A still better estimate might be obtained by taking an appropriately weighted mean of the estimates from all the possible subsets, in which case each unknown would be given as a linear combination of all the data . The choice of the best combination would be governed by the statistics of the errors. Here it will be assumed, for convenience, that the errors of measurement of tbe virtual heights are all random, mutually uncorrelated, and distributed normally with equal standard deviations. Then the best estimate of the I1 Z1 is that given by the "Method of Least Squares" (see, for instance, Whittaker and Robinson [8] ), and it is the solution of the matrL\: equation (33) where (34) and [Um !] is a square symmetric matrix, the elements of which are given by the expression These equations are derived in appendix B . The matrL'C eq (33) represents a new set of r+8 linear simultaneous equations, equal in number to the unlmowns; each of the new equations is a linear combination of the 28 original equations, represented by (17) and (19) . The solu tion of the complete set will be written, in matrLx form , as (36) where the matrix [Vim] is the inverse of [U 1m] and likewise is square symmetric.
In eqs (33) to (3 6) , the index r would be a constant, fixed by the properties of the r ecording equipment, but the index 8 would vary from one set of data to another becau se of the variations in the penetration frequencies of the F2 layer. Equation (36) is the solution of (33) just so long as s'2r. The equations do not contain this restri ction explicitly , but when 8<r the determinant of [Urn!] vanishes so that the matrL" canno t be inverted. Equation (36) is indeed applicable to the exactly-determined case when s= r, but for this special case the equations developed in section 3.2 give the same answer more simply ; at least, the matrix that ha to be inverted is smaller .
Some Practical Considerations
The variability of the index s makes the full leastsquares solution inconvenient for practical use because each value of 8 requires a differ ent matrix V im to be computed. In practice, it is best to fix 8 at some particular value, so that V im need be computed only once. The chosen value of 8 should be sufficiently high for the unknowns to be thoroughly overdetermined, yet sufficiently low for the uppermost sample frequency (f'+S-I) never to exceed foF2• The use of this particular matrix [Vim ] yields the values of the ~z! for 0 ~ l ~ r+8-1. When data are available at frequencies above ]'+8-1, the r emainiog ~Z l may be obtained by continuing the row-byrow solution upwards. If the data contain random errors, however, the results would be different accordin g as the ordinary or extraor dinary virtual heights wer e used in the solution. Better results would be obtained by combining both scts of virtual height data following the M ethod of L east Squares. The least-squares value for each of these ~zl(l '2r + s) is found by applying the procedure of section 2.4 to the equation (37) which replaces (24).
Probably not much accuracy is lost by fixing the value of 8 in the way suggested, which entails that only data at frequencies between ] , and ] ,+>-1 are used to determin e the distribution of the lowdensity ionization. For this ionization has its great est effects on the observed virtual heights at frequencies just aboveJ" and hence these frequencies mu st provide the data that are most useful in determining its distribution.
Furthermore, the virtual height data at the higher frequencies may be systematically unreliable as a result of " lateral deviation." This effect is discussed more fully in section 5. Here it is mentioned only as a further justification for omitti.ng the data at frequencies above ]'+8-1 initially, when using the matrix method for the overdetermined ca e.
.5 . The Effeet of Random Errors
If the measurements of the virtual heights contain random errors, these errors produce fluctuations in the inferred values of the ~Zl. The standard deviation of these fluctuations will be calculated now for the total range of l. The calculation will be made for the overdetermined case assuming that the ~ZI have been obtained by the full least-squares procedure ((33) to (3 6». As before, the errors in the measurements will all be assumed to have the same standard deviation, and this will be called u.
J ow the change that occurs in ~z !, as a result of a small error oh~ in the measurement of the ordinary virtual height h~, is found by differentiating (36) and (34): (38) An error in t he measurement of the extraordinary virtual height hn has a similar effect. The total standard deviation of ~zz, due to all the errors, is found by squaring and adding these two contributions, summin g over all n, averaging, and then taking the square root. The results can be written as :
Standard deviation of AZ, =upz, (39) wher e
The "error coeffici ent" P I, which is the standard deviation of I1 zz per unit standard d eviation of the original m easurements, is a measure of the susceptibility of the estimate of 6. z 1 to disturbance by random errors of m easuremen t; the smaller is P I, the more reliable is the estimate.
For the exactly-determined case, the error coefficients may b e obtained by using (40) with s set equal to r . The sp ecial equations developed for this case in section 3.2 do not lend themselves well to the derivation of the coefficients.
Let it b e emphasized that the PI are the error coefficients of the increments of height (l1 zl ) on the layer profile. Of greater interest, perhaps, are the error coefficients of the heights (ZI) themselves. These coefficients will be called 7r 1, and they are defined thus, by analogy with the PI :
Standard deviation of ZZ= O"7r I'
( 4 1 ) The 7r j cannot be derived from the PI in any simple way because th e errors in the calculated 6. z 1 are mutually correlated even though there is supposed to b e no correlation b etween the errors in the virtual h eight data. An expression may be derived for the 7r 1, however, similarly to that for the PI, using (23) as well as (36) and (34); it is (42)
Alternatively, in appendix: C it is shown that the whole analysis can be developed from the start in terms of the Zj rather than the I1 zl , without al tering the form of most of the expressions. In the analysis so developed, the 7r 1 would be given by the equation analogous to (40).
. . A Test of the Method
The foregoing analysis has b een tested on an artificial ionogram. The test consisted of assuming a particular layer profile, computing the corresponding ionogram ( fig . 2) , and then attempting to recover the profile from the data in the ionogram, using first the conventional matrix method, and then the various extensions of the m ethod that were developed in section 3. In the numerical calculations, the gyrofrequency was taken as 1450 1 c, and the angle of dip as 68.2°, which are the valu es that apply at ...
:x:
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FI GURE 2. The virtual height cW'ves calculated for the assumed layer profile.
Boulder, Colo . The calculations were performed on the IBM-650 computer at th e Central Radio Propagation Laboratory of N BS. The assumed layer profile is gr aphed as the solid curve in figures 3 to 5. It is mono tonic, since the analysis is restricted to profiles of this type for the time b eing. It represents a distribution of ionization in which there is a ledge of low density beneath a layer of high density. Such a distribution might arise in the ionospher e soon after dusk, when the E -Iayer is decaying rapidly but the F-Iayer persists.
The vir tual h eight curves that are derived from this profile are shown in the " ionogram" of figur e 2. The lowest observable frequen cy (iT) for the ordinary virtual h eight curve has b een taken as 2 Mc, while the corresponding lower lim.it for the extraordinary curve is 2.85 M c. The figur e shows only those portions of the curves that are supposed to be observable. A particularly precise type of numerical integration (a 48-point Legendre-Gauss quadrature [9] ) was used in computing the virtual heights, so that these data essentially are fre e from error. H ence any errors that may arise in the deduced layer profiles represent systematic defects in the m ethods of analysis.
The results of various attempts to recover the profile are presented in figur es 3 to 5. In these figures, the points on the deduced profile are shown as solid dots, while the broken line is a direct interpolation between adjacent points. Figure 3 shows the results of analyzing the ionogram by the conventional matrL'X method in which only the ordinary virtual height data are used [1 , 3] . Because the low-density ionization has been ignored, all the computed points are mnch in errol', lying well above the true profile (the solid curve); the error amounts to more than 30 km at the lowest observed frequeney (2 Mc) , while even at 6 Mc it is about 6 kill. It is this errol' that the extensions of the matrix method seek to eliminate. -----, ------, ------, -----, ------, ---- However, in attempting to apply the new methods various problems were encounLered, as follows:
The first, a comparatively . trivial problem, was presented by the "round ing-ofF errors" in th~ digital compute r. Such errors proved to be partIcularly serious in the inversion of the matrL'X [V Im]' Eventuan~T they were made negligible by performing the inversion with a "do uble-precision" program in which the computer carried ·18 signifieant digits of each number instead of the usual 8 [10] .
The main problem proved to be one of balance between the effects of random and systematic errors on the derived layer profile. The random errors are introduced by the inaccuracy of the virtual height data, as explained previously. The sy tematic errors are introduced when, in the process of converting the original integral equations into the corresponding matrix equations, the con tinuous curve of the profile is approximated by a series of rectilinear segmen ts (see sec. 2,2.) . The need to compromise between the two types of error do es not arise in the analysis of a single virtual h eight curve, that is, in the situation studied in section 2, for in that situation the systematic errors can be made arbitrarily small by increasing the number of sample frequencies and reducing the intervals between them. The introduction of a new sample frequency adds a new unknown to the set of equations, but it also adds a new item of data that is related closely to this particular unknown, so that the random errors are r elatively unaffected. The situation is quite different, however, when the virtual height curves are incomplete. Then the introduction of a new sample frequency in the unobserved range incrcases the number of unknowns without adding to the data, so that the precision with which the profile can be determined, in the presence of random errOl'S, suffers accordingly. It is clear that the disposition of the sample frequencies, particularly of those in the tllobserved frequen cy range, is a delicate problem and one that involves balancing the effects of random and systematic errors against each other. In view of the complexity of the equations, i t seemed fut ile to attempt an analytic solution to this problem ; instead,th e sample freq uencieswere selected by a process of trial and error. The importance of the random errors was judged from the size of the enol' coefficients, and that of the systematic enol'S from the accLlracy with which the derived profile reproduced the true one. An account or the serie of trials is givcn now.
In the search for a satisfacto ry set of sample frequencies, fivc particular cases were tried in succession. Thei r properties are summarized in table 1, which gives for each ca e the values of tbe param eters rand s, the sample frequency il that corr esponds to each index l, and the erfor coefficient P I of each h eig ht increment L1 Z1 on t he layer profiles, The profiles themselves were compu ted only for those cases where the error coeffi cient.s werc reasonably small (i,e" < 10 ), sin ce it was fOLlld that the other cases developed severe "ro unding-off errors" in the matrix multiplication (3 6).
Cases 1 and 2
In the first two trials a constant interval of 400 kc was maintained between sample frequencies. Case 1 was exactly-determined, with t he number of data equal to the number of lmknowns, while case 2 was overdetermined, with twice as many data as unknowns. As would be expected, the error coefficients for the overdetermined case were smaller than those for the exactly-determined case. In both cases, however, the error coefficien ts for the height increments in the observed frequency range werE' excessively large, of the order of several htlldred. This fact suggests that it is not practical to space all the sample frequencies uniformly because random errors t hen have too severe an effect on the lower part of the deduced profile. Rathel', a relatively coarse spacing must be employed in the unobserved fr equency range, so that in this range the number of sample frequencies is reduced and the unknowns b ecome very much overdetermined. Case 3 Accordingly, in case 3 the effect was tried of representing the entire unobserved frequency range by a single interval of sample frequency ; in other words, the variation of height with plasma frequen cy was assumed to be linear from 0 to 2 Mc. The sample frequencies in the unobserved range, however, were the same as those in case 2. The error coefficients now became r easonably small, and so the layer profile was computed for this case; the result is shown in figure 4 . Although this profile is slightly more accurate than that of figure 3, it still contains large systematic errors which are due to the crudity of the straight-line approximation to the layer profile in the unobserved frequency range. Evidently a representation has to be found for this part of the profile that is intermediate in complexity between those of cases 2 and 3.
Case .4
In case 4, therefore, three sample frequencies were placed in the unobserved range, as against five for case 2, and one for case 3. Also, the number of sample frequencies in the observed range was in creased , and their spacing was reduced to 200 k c in the hope that these changes would help to reduce the error coefficients. In fact, however, the error coefficients for index 0 and 1 turned out to be dis-~ ------. -----. ------, ------. ------, ------, 
200
/ 100 appointingly large. The conclusion to be drawn from this result is that no r eliable detail can be obtained at the low-frequen cy end of the unobserved range.
Case 5
In case 5, the final trial, the sample frequencies were the same as those in case 4, but the ionization in the lowest interval of sample frequency was ignored: from zero frequency up to i, (0.8 Mc) the layer profile was assumed to be horizontal. This r estriction was imposed on the profile by modifying the matrices [Mnml and [Mnm] . The modifications consisted of omitting the row and column with ind ex zero, and then defining the elements of the first column to be equal to unity . These changes had the desired effect of r educing the error coefficients to acceptable values, while at the same time bringing the inferred layer profile ( fig. 5 ) into close agreement with the true profile. The only outstanding discrepancy is at the extreme lowfrequency end of the unobserved range, where the assumption that the profile is horizontal makes it inevitable. Throughout the observed frequency range, the systematic errors of the computed points are all less than 1 km. Hence, in this final case, the choice of sample frequencies is deemed satisfactory.
No doubt the method could be improved furth er by continuing this process of trial and error, but the results already achieved are felt to give a sufficient demonstration of its potentialities. -----, ------, -----, , -----, ------, ---- For fur ther explanation, see section 4 of the text.
. Discussion
This section contains a discussion of one difficulty that might be encountered in the practical use of the methods of this paper. The difficulty, noted previously in sec tion 3.4 , is that caused by "lateral deviation. " It is well known that, in vertical sounding, the paths of the ordinary and extraordinary r ays within the ionosphere are deviated laterally in opposite directions [ll] . So long as the ionospher e I is uniform in the horizon tal plane, this deviation has no effect on the virtual heigh ts. But whenever there are horizontal gradients of electron density, then the ordinary and extraordinary rays ar e propaga ted through differ en t distribu tions of ionization, and for neith er mode does the virtual height curve correspond to th e vertical distributionof ionization directly above the sounder. This effect has been detected already as a source of error in attempts to measure the gyrofrequency in the F-layer by comparison of the penetration frequen cies for the two modes [ll]. Pres umably it also would cause errors in attempts to d educe the vertical distribution of ionization by joint use of both virtual height curves .
In this connection , it is of interes t that the comparison of the penetration frequencies observed on the ionogr ams indicates whether or not a horizontal gradient of electron density is presen t. If this comparison yields the correct value for the gyrofrequency, then there can be no horizontal gradient ; such an ionogram could be analyzed with confidence to obtain the vertical distribution of ionization. If, on the other hand , ther e is a discrepancy between the -------calculated and true gyro frequencies, then the size of this discr epancy provides a measure of the gradien t; perhaps this informa tion could be used to apply some first-ord er correction to the virtual height curves, so as to make them more amenable to analysis.
. Conclusions
In rrinciple, given an ionogram in which the virtua heights are not r ecorded b elow some lower limiting frequency, it is possible to deduce the complete layer profile for the full r ange of frequ ency by combinining the data in the ordinary and extraordinary virtual height curves; it must be presupposed, however , that the profile is monotonic and that the data are exact.
In practice the data contain r andom errors of measurement, and these errors h ave a severe effect on the inferred profile if too much informa tion is sought about its shape in the unobserved frequency r ange. To keep thc effect of r andom errors wi thin r easonable bounds, detail must be sacrificed in the unobserved frequency r ange, p articularly a t the lowes t frequencies; this is to say thnt the lower p ar t of the profile must be char ac terized by a few p ar ameters only, and that these parameters must be grossly overdetermined by the data. The abandonment of this low-frequency detail involves sys tematic errors even when the data are exact. In fact , a balance has to be struck between random and systematic errors. It is possible to strike a balance that gives a considerable improvem en t over the conven tional ma trix method, in which the ordinary vir tual-height curve alon e is analyzed .
The methods need fur ther extension t o cover situations wher e the layer profile is multivalued. The elements of the matrices [M nm] and [M nmJ for 1 ~m ~11 , are given by the integrals in (18) and (20 ), r espectively. These integrals canno t be evaluated analytically, in general, so they have to b e evaluated numerically . As numerical integrations, however, they are difficult to perform for elements on or near the diagonal of the matrix (m~n), since the plasma frequency IN then ranges close to the critical value for r eflection, wher e the group r efractive index becomes infinite. Nonetheless, t he elements themselves are all fini te; and, in fact, each integral may be converted into a form that is usable right up to the diagonal by a simple change of variable [1] .
The procedures for the ordinary and extraordinary matrices are slightly different, so they will be treated separately. 
where ¢m, <Pm-I are the values of ¢ for which iN=jm, f m -I , and where (46) If the frequency interval I:::.jm is a constant, say I:::.j, so thatin= n I:::.j, then
In evaluating this integral, the integrand is computed from the equations of the magneto-ionic theory, using the familial' variables YT = Ysin B (48) (49) in which e is the angle between the direction of propagation (the vertical) and the earth 's magnetic field ; the effect of collisions is ignored, as is usual in this type of work. From these variables, the following parameters are defined : • '1'hese parameters arc similar to a set introduced by Shinn [J2J who is responsi ble for several of the formula s quoted here. However, some of Shinn's definitions have been altered slightly.
It is convenient to compute the integrand as the product of two factors: The integral for the elements of the extraordinary matrix is (1;;:; m;;:;n) (58) where (59) and the sign is to be taken positive or negative according to whether j n is greater or less than jH' Equation (58) may be changed into a form suitable for numerical integration by making the substitution 
